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In the European Statistical System (ESS)



EU metadata report
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http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/metadata/en/tour_occ_esms.htm

MSD
template

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/metadata/en/tour_occ_esms.htm


What is SIMS v2.0?
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SIMS v2.0 is a template facilitating harmonised and efficient 
preparation of both producer and user reports. It includes conceptual, 
methodological and quality metadata, and also quality and 
performance indicators.

It is essentially an output-oriented way of viewing a statistical process.

SIMS is can be implemented either directly or through its two derived 
structures: ESS Standard for Quality Reports Structure (ESQRS),
the Euro-SDMX Metadata Structure (ESMS). 

SIMS comprises 19 concepts and 80 sub-concepts.
Many are within the list of the standard SDMX cross-domain concepts 
and are therefore fully SDMX compliant.

https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/SDMX_Glossary_Version_2_1_December_2020.htm


SIMS structure
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ESMS (User oriented) 
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Users need to have access to quality measures and indicators: 
understand the strengths and limits of statistical data released and to 
know how to use them properly

Short report, basic level of quality information.

communicate quality to users, report on strengths and limits in order 
to support a proper use of statistics, enhance transparency

no need for too detailed information on data quality

Basis: ES CoP, principle 15: European Statistics are available
and accessible with supporting metadata and guidance 



Euro-SDMX Metadata Structure (ESMS) 
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ESQRS (Producer oriented)
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Support management monitoring: producers need to see the results of 
earlier production developments and to identify points for 
improvements

documentation for quality assessment (e.g.: audit and self-assessment)

Detailed, comprehensive, supplemented with (all) quality indicators 
and focused more on the process, even if following product quality 
dimensions

Basis: Regulation 223/2009, article 12:
Member States shall provide the Commission (Eurostat) 

with reports on the quality of the data transmitted 



ESQRS (ESS Standard for Quality Reports Structure)
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Inter-relationships
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Inter-relationships – specific items
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Eurostat implementation process
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Preparation
• Initial contact with statistical domain
• Identify specific legal requirements
• Evaluate the current state of play: 

collection, scope, deadlines
• Consultation with Member States

Compliance
• Analyse the current collection 
• Identify domain specific requirements
• Identify the best reporting structure
• Mapping of the current collection to the 

standard
• Validation in the Working Group 

Implementation
• SDMX artefacts development
• ESS Metadata Handler set up
• Test file availability 
• Pilot project with volunteers
• Training courses schedule 

Production
• Users are able to create and send the 

quality files using the reporting standard 
and tool

• Domain managers can receive files, analyse 
and validate them

• Most files will be disseminated on Eurostat 
website



ESS Handbook on quality and metadata reporting
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New edition (2009, 2014, 2020-2021)

The general aim is to provide guidelines 
for the preparation of producer and user 
reports for the full range of statistical 
processes and their outputs within 
Member States and Eurostat. 

EHQMR is fully aligned with SIMS V2.0; 
includes revised guidelines, examples of 
reports; updates process typology; gives 
indication for reporting at national level 
as well as at European level; clarifies the 
relationships between SIMS and 
GSBPM, … 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3859598/13925930/KS-GQ-21-021-EN-N.pdf/143394de-e5a0-31ac-2c90-2aa9c15803f0?t=1639042312202


ESS Handbook example
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ESS Quality Performance Indicators
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ESS QPIs represent the standard set of indicators 
shared at European level to measure key aspects of 
quality and performance in a standard way.

Relevance
Accuracy and reliability

Timeliness and 
punctuality
Comparability and 
coherence
Accessibility and clarity



SIMS incorporates the QPIs
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Quality indicators are statistical 
measures that give an indication 
of output quality. However, 
some quality indicators can also 
give an indication of process 
quality, like e.g., response rates.



Eurostat perspectives
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Improving the coverage rate of SIMS was Eurostat focus in the past few years. 

Now, shift from quantity to refinement of contents…

• Harmonization of quality reports

• Advice and support local implementation initiatives
o automated generation and transmission of metadata and quality reports 

to be sent to Eurostat 
o better guidelines and better knowledge-sharing for the implementation 

of SIMS-compliant systems at national level

• Encourage publication of national quality reports by NSIs



Perspectives at NSI level
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quality reports coverage: all NSI processes been there?

is it hard to get input for the (bilingual, at least) metadata? 

presence of a centralized unit? SIMS based activities must be coordinated

capacity buildings? 

Local guidelines (in addition to ESS ones)?

Different local purposes?

NSI reference metadata system: NSI reports vs SIMS?

metadata dissemination?
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In the IMF framework (Dissemination Standards Bulletin Board)



IMF Dissemination Standards Bulletin Board
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5.2.1 Dissemination of documentation on concepts, 
scope, classifications, basis of recording, data sources, and 
statistical techniques
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NATIONAL 
ACCOUNTS

Information on concepts, definitions, data sources and statistical 
techniques is disseminated to the public. All deviations from 
internationally accepted standards are documented.

PRODUCTION 
INDEX

Documents in Arabic, containing comprehensive information on PPI 
sources and methods, are available upon request.

EMPLOYMENT Detailed documentation on concepts, scope, classifications, data sources 
and statistical techniques are published in the quarterly bulletin Labor 
Force Survey.

POPULATION Metadata for the population such as concepts, scope, methodology and 
accuracy measures in all publications related to population, including the 
census volumes and other publications related to the household surveys.

DOS’ website disseminates (in Arabic and English) detailed information on 
all aspects of the 2004 Census at 
www.dos.gov.jo/sdb_pop/sdb_pop_e/inde_o.htm 

http://www.dos.gov.jo/sdb_pop/sdb_pop_e/inde_o.htm


5.2.2 Disseminated level of detail
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NATIONAL 
ACCOUNTS

A comprehensive national accounts sources and methods document in 
Arabic language is available online. Methodological notes are provided in 
the appendices of dedicated national accounts hard copy publications.

PRODUCTION 
INDEX

Tables are presented in both summarized and detail format through IPI 
tables disseminated on the DoS website: (www.dos.gov.jo) and in 
the statistical year book and Jordan in Figures.

EMPLOYMENT Labor Force Survey: Methodology and Detailed Results provides detailed 
data tables and information about the survey, including on objectives, 
survey frame, survey documentation (questionnaire, instructions manual, 
and coding manual), definitions and classifications, and the work 
processes. Tables reporting on measures of dispersion and on sampling 
errors are also published.

POPULATION The DoS produces special reports for the use of decision makers, 
researchers and other data users. Decision makers are always provided 
with reports including summarized tables and certain graphics, while 
researchers and academics are provided with detailed tables.

http://www.dos.gov.jo/


IMF
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Web application for filling metadata in
ICS: Integrated Collection System 



SDDS Plus Istat architecture
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IMF contact list
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https://dsbb.imf.org/sdds/country/JOR/contacts-list 

https://dsbb.imf.org/sdds/country/JOR/contacts-list
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In the UN framework (Sustainable Development Goals)



IAEG-SDG File
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SDGs Metadata
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Metadata

In October 2019, UNSD conducted a metadata workshop in Amman, Jordan, with over 30 participants from DoS, line 
ministries, specialized agencies and public institutions responsible for SDG indicators. The four-day workshop focused 
on hands-on, practical sessions on compiling national metadata with inputs from all relevant ministries and agencies. 
Unfortunately, the Covid-19 Pandemic has stalled some activities, including metadata compilation and dissemination.



SDG
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Metadata is attached based on the following three parameters:

•Reporting type (Global, Regional or National)

•SDG Series

•Reference Area (Countries and regions)

In addition, Language is also specified (SDMX metadata is multilingual)



SDG Reference Metadata Exchange pilot
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Pilot project flow
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Pilot project takeaways
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•Use SDMX to structure SDG reference metadata 

and link to data

•Use a structured MS Word-based template to 

provide reference metadata

• Use a web-based reference metadata authoring 

tool to extract reference metadata from the 

template and convert to SDMX 

The template can be skipped 

if the reporter is able to provide metadata 

directly in SDMX

•Develop an API to disseminate metadata in a 

machine-readable format
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Implementation (SDMX)



As of today

There is very little exchange of reference metadata and lack of tools. 
Manual processes involved are labor-intensive and error-prone.

Organisations have very different reference metadata frameworks.
This makes it difficult for reporters to supply reference metadata.
Therefore, it doesn’t happen.

Implementation User Story
The Agency wishes to manage its reference metadata using a 
framework that can be reused across domains while avoiding manual 
processing. 
Achieving these goals with a unified standard and automated system 
will save the Agency time and money. 
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Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange
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SDMX is “THE PREFERRED STANDARD FOR EXCHANGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND METADATA IN THE 

GLOBAL STATISTICAL COMMUNITY” (UN Statistical Commission endorsement); ESS 

standard; has ISO status (17369). It is widely used by international 

organizations, NSIs, and other data producing agencies.

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/doc08/2008-13-SDMX.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL&StrNom=CAT_STAND&StrLanguageCode=EN&IntPcKey=&StrLayoutCode=HIERARCHIC
https://www.iso.org/standard/52500.html


Contents

The SDMX metamodel allows metadata to be:

► exchanged without the need to embed it within the object described.

► stored separately from the object that it describes, yet be linked to it (for 
example, an organisation has a metadata repository which supports the 
dissemination of metadata resulting from metadata requests generated by 
systems or services that have access to the object for which the metadata 
pertains. This is common in web dissemination where additional metadata is 
available for viewing (and eventually downloading) by clicking on an 
“information” icon next to the object to which the metadata is attached).

► indexed to aid searching (example: a registry service can process a 
metadata report and extract structural information that allows it to catalogue 
the metadata in a way that will enable users to query for it).

►  reported according to a defined structure.
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SDMX and metadata exchange
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The introduction of SDMX was important in the harmonization of metadata 
(and data) exchange; it means standards and guidelines that allow 
organizations to gain efficiencies and avoid duplication of work. 

Before SDMX, metadata were sent in excel, in word, by e-mail.

SDMX normalises metadata exchanges and enables them to be shared more 
efficiently among organisations. 

The use of a standard format for metadata exchanges also led to the definition 
of a standard structure: in this sense it had an impact on contents too.



Metadata Structure Definition
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The quality report is described and
defined by an SDMX MSD.

Metadata Reports

Reference 
Metadata

Statistical Concepts

Methods for the production of data

Data quality

METADATA STRUCTURE DEFINITION (MSD)

The MSD is the main SDMX object for quality reporting 



Metadata Structure Definition
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Nothing but an XML message



The ESS framework
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The quality report is described and defined by an SDMX Metadata 
Structure Definition (MSD), and all MSDs are available in 
the Euro-SDMX Registry. 

•  The MSD defines the Report Structure comprising a set of Metadata 
Attributes that can be defined as a hierarchy, where each Metadata 
Attribute identifies a Concept. 

•  The Metadata Attribute can be specified as having multiple 
occurrences and/or specified as being mandatory or conditional.

•  Each Metadata Attribute can have a Representation specified, 
e.g. String; Date; reference to a  Code List, which is also stored in the 
Euro-SDMX Registry; Boolean.



The “new” MSD
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Other than the standard properties of Agency, Id, Version, Name, Description – 
the MSD will have one or more Metadata Attributes.
This means the only job of the MSD is to define the structure of a report.



Building the MSD
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• Different Metadata Attributes in the same Report Structure can use 

Concepts from different Concept Schemes. 

• The Metadata Attribute can be specified as having multiple occurrences 

and/or specified as being mandatory or conditional.

• Each Metadata Attribute can have a Representation specified (using 

the localRepresentation association) e.g., String; Date; Boolean.



Specific EU Concepts for Reference Metadata
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Metadata artifacts
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Metadata Flow
Provision 

Agreement

Metadata SetMetadata Provider

Metadata Structure 
Definition

Category

Category Scheme

AEI,AES,…, WASTE

LFS

ESQRS

LFS_ESQRS_Q

LFS_ESQRS_Q_BE_2020_0001
LFS_ESQRS_Q_BE_2020_0002



Metadata artifacts
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Metadata FlowProvision 
Agreement

Metadata SetData Provider

Metadata Structure 
Definition

Category

Category Scheme

AEI,AES,…, WASTE

PRODCOM

ESMS

PRODCOM_ESMS_A

PRODCOM_ESMS_A_IT_2019_0000
PRODCOM_ESMS_A_IT_2020_0000



Hierarchy of SDMX artefacts
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MSD

• list of metadata 
concepts, it 
corresponds to the 
template that the 
quality report should 
follow. ESMS and 
ESQRS are 
implemented through 
MSDs.

MDF

• abstract concept of a 
flow of metadata: 
adds information 
about what the 
metadata can be 
reported against i.e., 
statistical domain, 
reporting frequency 
(AEI_ESQRS_A)

MDS

• contains the filled in 
quality report, 
referring to a MDF.
It reports the 
identifiers of the MSD, 
reports the values of 
the metadata 
attributes of the MSD 



SDMX Glossary and SDMX Registry
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https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/SDMX_Glossary_Version_2_1_December_2020.htm 

https://registry.sdmx.org/items/conceptscheme.html 

https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/SDMX_Glossary_Version_2_1_December_2020.htm
https://registry.sdmx.org/items/conceptscheme.html


Objective
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Define a “once for all purposes” Concept Scheme 

for handling all exchange/dissemination channels.

This agreement on a common set of metadata items would strongly foster

the improvement and the harmonization of the reference metadata at DoS 

(e.g., NO duplicate storage on different databases). 

From such superset, it would be possible to derive the:

• subsets needed by the international organizations acting as metadata 

collectors, 

• customized user-oriented quality reports used to increase the clarity of 

the statistics disseminated on the DoS website



Standardising Reference Metadata Reporting in SDMX
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Guideline available here. 

Defined a Global Reference Metadata Concept Scheme ( “Global MCS”) that 
enumerates a standard list of reference metadata concepts.

The procedure of building the Global MCS was to group the concepts relating 
to reference metadata into homogeneous categories, for example: 
Administrative Information; Scope; Statistical Processing. The categories are 
simply guides and are not functional categories.

The Global MCS encompasses all SDMX reference metadata concepts; 
however, some of them may not be relevant for a metadata exchange program; 
therefore, implementation structures will likely be created that use a subset of 
the MCS concepts.

https://sdmx.org/?page_id=4345#Standardising
https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/Standardising-Reference-Metadata-Reporting-in-SDMX-v1-0.pdf


SDMX proposal
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The Global MCS is an “abstract” 
artefact: it cannot be used 
directly. Instead, “implementation 
artefacts” must be created that 
derive from the Global MCS.



DoS quality report
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